
A 
 
Accessories Any optional product provided for comfort or 

convenience. 
 
Adjusted Standard Cost The method of costing sales where inventory is adjusted 

for inventory price changes monthly.  Purchases are all 
entered into inventory at dealer net, with the difference 
to either inventory adjustment or Stock Order Discount 
accounts, and sales are costed at current dealer net. This 
method is the most accurate and is the Acura and 
industry standard method for costing.  

 
Advertising  The communication of a message, via a paid medium 

(e.g. newspaper, radio) by an advertiser, to encourage 
client purchase of a product or service.  

 
Alternate Choice Questions Questions that require an either/or answer from the client 

allowing you to control the flow of the conversation. 
 
Assets Anything tangible or intangible, owned by the business, 

that has a monetary value and is found on the balance 
sheet (left column), categorized as cash, receivables, 
inventories, fixed assets, other current assets and other 
assets.  

 
Automatic Order System (AOS) Acura program that automatically sends you accessories 

based on your vehicle allotment.  
 
Average A mathematical concept - the result of dividing the sum 

of multiple quantities by the number of quantities - 
sometimes called the "Mean." 

 
 
 
B 
 
Back Order Release Report Interactive Network feature allowing you to access the 

status of back ordered parts.  Located under the Parts 
Ordering menu. 

 
Balance Forward Account Statement Your monthly bill from Acura for all Parts 
 Department related transactions delivered via the  
 Interactive Network. 
 
Balance Sheet A business financial statement, that shows the financial 

position of the business at a given date. 
 



Benefits  The advantages a client will receive when purchasing a 
part or accessory.  Example, improved fuel economy, 
stylish looks. 

 
Best Re-Order Point      The point (number of parts) at which an order is placed 

to replenish the inventory.  
 
Best Stocking Level  The optimum number of parts needed which provides 

you with the best profit (lowest acquisition costs and 
holding expenses) and the most client satisfaction 
(availability). 

 
 
 
C 
 
Capital Expense An expenditure made to acquire a capital or fixed asset 

(e.g. additional warehouse space, delivery trucks, bins, 
equipment).  

 
Chart of Accounts  A list of accounts used in accounting system categorized 

and numbered by type of account.  
 
Client One that purchases a commodity or service.  An 

individual usually having some specified distinctive 
trait. 

 
Close Ended Questions A question that requires a specific piece of information 

or a yes/no answer.  Used to clarify and gather further 
information. 

 
Coaching       Teaching employees to become less dependent on 

management judgment and making them better able to 
understand their job and make their own decisions.   

 
Composite Trend Report (CTR) A report prepared monthly by Acura consisting of 

comparative information from Acura dealerships of 
similar size. 

 
Controlled Parts Order  An order for a part tracked by Acura for safety or 

emission purposes.   
 
Controlling The management technique of evaluating what course 

you are on to achieve your goals and objectives through 
observation and reports  

 
Cost Costing The method of costing sales whereby original 

acquisition price of the item sold is relieved from 
inventory and charged as cost of sales. 

 



Cost of Sales The cost of merchandise or services sold to clients in the 
normal course of business. 

 
Counter Ticket The document used to track retail and wholesale parts 

sales. 
 
Critical Back Order  The highest priority parts order in the Acura System.  

Used when an Urgent Parts Ordered parts is on back 
order.  Upgrades from a UPO to CBO order can be 
requested on the Interactive Network under the Ordering 
menu. 

 
Current Assets  Cash, receivables, inventories and other current assets, 

which are reasonably expected to be turned into, cash 
during the normal twelve-month operation of the 
business.  

 
Current Liabilities Debts of a business which are payable within the next 

twelve months. 
 
 
D 
 
Daily Stock Order The most cost effective way to purchase parts from 

Acura.  Daily stock orders are delivered daily and 
include discounts on selected parts and earn stock return 
allowance credit. 

 
Days Supply The number of days that the inventory of a part will last 

at the current sales rate. 
 
Dashboards A tool that allows you to take an inventory control or financial 

operating guide and see it in a visual manner.  Dashboards 
help you to monitor,  plan and forecast your performance 
using your department’s numbers.   

 
Dealer Assistance Group Acura personnel at the Parts Center available to help you 

and your staff sort out any parts problems. 
 
Dealer Backorder Status Report Report delivered via the Interactive Network as to the 

status of back ordered parts.  The report includes the 
order reference number quantity, date and estimated 
arrival date (if available) of the back ordered part. 

 
Dealer Management System (DMS) The computer system used for inventory control and 

financial tracking and analysis of the parts department 
financial accounting (ADP, UCS, Reynolds & Reynolds, 
etc.).  

 



Decision Making The management technique of making adjustments to 
your operations to ensure that you will achieve or exceed 
your goals and accomplish your objectives 

 
District Parts and Service Manager Acura personnel responsible for regular dealer visits and 

assisting the dealer in all aspects of parts operations. 
 
DOC (Daily Operating Control) A daily financial report based on transactions posted 

through the previous day. 
 
 
 
E 
 
Emergency Purchases  Any purchase made to fill a request where all or part of 

the potential profit is lost due to acquisition costs. 
 
Empty Bin Check Insures the status and security of your inventory by 

completing an empty bin check form when a person 
takes the last part from a bin.  The form is then checked 
against the inventory status of the part. 

 
Expenses The cost of doing business other than the cost of 

merchandise or services sold in the normal course of 
business. 

 
 
 
F 
 
Features The distinct or outstanding quality that make a part or 

service attractive to the client.  For example, Acura 
Engineering, price. 

 
Financial Statement (AHM) Acura standard financial report containing a Balance 

Sheet, Income and Expense Statement, and other 
financial information - submitted electronically monthly 
by each dealer to Acura. 

 
Fixed Expenses Dealership expenses that do not typically vary much 

from month to month - largest portion consists of rent 
and rent equivalent.  

 
 



G 
 
Goals The achievements that one is trying to attain.  Goals 

provide Parts Department personnel with common 
objectives. 

 
Gross Profit The difference between sales and cost of sales or the 

amount received in excess of what is paid for the product 
sold.  

 
Gross Turns Financial performance measurement of the number of 

times per year the average parts and accessory inventory 
dollars are sold (turned). 

 
 
 
 
H 
 
Hazardous Materials Training        Acura recommends Hazmat training through the North 

American Automobile Hazmat Action Committee 
(NAAHAC).and the Coordinating Committee for 
Automotive Repair (CCAR).   To learn more log onto 
www.hazmatu.org. 

 
 
I 
 
Income Statement Also referred to as the income and expense statement, 

the profit and loss (P&L) or operating statement, the 
income statement is a report of income and expenses for 
a specified period. 

 
Independent Repair Facility (IRF) Non-dealership automotive repair facilities. 
 
Interactive Network (iN) Acura’s web-based dealer communications system. 
 
Inventory  Any supply of goods that a company stores for use or 

sale. 
 
 

http://www.hazmatu.org/


J 
 
Job Description The description of an employees tasks and 

responsibilities used to provide the employee with a 
clear direction.  Is also used at the time of a performance 
review. 

 
Job Functions  Describes the specific tasks to be performed by the 

employee and the specific objectives to be used to 
measure the employee’s performance. 

 
Job Responsibilities Defines the goals of a job position and provides general 

outlines of what the results of the job should be.   
 
 
K 
 
 
 
L 
 
Leading The management technique of getting others to help you 

achieve your goals and objectives by showing them the 
way. 

 
Leading Questions A questioning technique designed to lead the client to a 

decision. 
 
Level of Service The ability to meet all client demands through any 

means, including emergency purchases. 
 
Liabilities  Amounts owed to creditors. These are categorized on the 

balance sheet (right column) as Accounts and Notes 
Payable, Accrued, or Long-Term Debt. Many accounts 
include the word "payable" in their titles. 

 
Lost Sales An unfilled demand where the client will not allow you 

to order the part. 
 
 
 
M 
 
Margin The difference between the selling price of a part and the 

complete cost of doing business. 
 
Mark-up The application of a factor to the cost of a product, to 

determine the selling price at a desired gross profit 
retention (or percentage). 

 



Marketing Anything you do to attract clients to your business. 
 
Management Action Program (MAP) Acura’s offering of training courses and resources 

designed specifically for the Parts Department 
management team. 

 
Merchandising What you do to sell parts and services to your clients 

once they are at the dealership. 
 
Months Supply Number of months that a parts inventory ca continue at 

its current sales rate, with no re-supply.  The ratio of 
dollars stocked to dollars sold. 

 
Mystery Shopper The use of an outside agency or people to appraise the 

client handling and sales skills of dealership personnel. 
 
 
 
N 
 
Net Profit/Income The excess of sales over cost of sales, plus expenses. 
 
Net Working Capital  Total current assets less total current liabilities.  
 
Net Worth Net worth is the net equity of the business owned by the 

owners; it consists of the initial invested capital, and 
retained earnings from prior years, less any dividends. It 
is the excess of what the dealership owns, over what the 
dealership owes. Net worth can be determined by the 
formula "total assets less total liabilities. 

 
 
O 
 
Objectives The practical, measurable steps designed to help you 

achieve you goals.   
 
Obsolescence A reduction in the value of inventory due to a decline in 

demand, a design change, a technology change, or any 
other circumstance causing the item not to sell. On the 
Financial Statement, obsolescence represents the dollar 
value of parts and accessory inventory with no sales in 
12 months or more. 

 
Open-Ended Questions Questions requiring more than a yes/no or specific 

answer.  Designed to find out more information. 
 
Operating Profit/Loss Total sales, less total cost of sales, less total expenses. 

This represents the profit derived from the normal 
operations of the dealership. 



 
Operating Income Gross profit generated from total dealership operations 

plus gross profit generated from financing, insurance and 
service contracts, minus any provision for repossession 
losses and/ or charge backs to finance, insurance and 
service contract income. 

 
Order Acknowledgement An acknowledgement, via the Interactive Network,  of a 

parts order automatically sent to the dealer after an order 
has been placed. 

 
Order Adjustment Request (OAR) A request submitted to Acura via the Interactive 

Network to return a part or reconcile a billing situation. 
 
Order Reference Number The number used by Acura to identify your parts order.  

The number includes a letter indicating the order type, a 
three-digit sequence number of your choice and the 
month and day that the order was placed. 

 
Order Types Acura uses the following order types: Daily Stock 

Orders, Urgent Parts Orders, Critical Back Orders 
(CBO), Automatic Order System (OAS) orders, 
Controlled Parts Orders and Promotional Orders.  Each 
order has its own set of terms as specified in the PSG. 

 
Organizing The management technique of determining how best to 

achieve your goals and objectives by gathering your 
resources. 

 
 
 
P 
 
Part Numbers The number assigned to a part by Acura based on the 

parts functional usage. 
 
Parts Acknowledgement An acknowledgement of a parts order transmitted to the 

dealer via the Interactive Network. 
 
Parts Availability  Interactive Network feature allowing you to access the 

availability of a needed part.  Located under the Parts 
Information menu. 

 



Parts Bulletins  Updated information concerning parts, accessories and 
parts policies and procedures.  Available on the 
Interactive Network under the Information Library 
menu. 

 
Parts Department Operating Guides Acura recommendations for Parts Department operating 

indicators and recommended guides available on the 
Interactive Network. 

 
Parts Department Return on A measurement of the operating profit you make on your 
Investment  inventory investment.  Parts Department Return on  

 Inventory Investment is calculated by dividing your  
 annualized Parts Department operating profit by the  
 average value of your parts and accessory over the  
 course of a year.   
 
Parts Invoice Confirms the items that have been shipped and provides 

an itemized breakdown of charges to the dealer.  
Delivered after the receipt of the order via the Interactive 
Network. 

 
Parts System Guide (PSG) Acura’s Parts Department policies and procedures 

available on the Interactive Network under the 
Information Library. 

 
Personnel Expenses Expenses related to employee compensation and 

benefits. This is considered an operating expense. 
 
Phase-In Adding a part to inventory due to sufficient demand.  
 
Phase-Out Deleting a part from inventory based on insufficient 

client demand. 
 
Physical Inventory  A priced physical count of an entire inventory, usually 

once a year, for the purpose of reconciling the physical 
inventory with the accounting inventory balance. 

 
Planning The management technique of setting goals and 

objectives for your department 
 
Profit and Loss Statement  See income statement.  
 
Promotional Order Promotional orders can be placed to take advantage of 

periodic parts and accessory promotions offered by 
Acura. 

 
Purchase Order Document generated by a purchaser, provided to a 

vendor, which describes the terms of an agreement to 
acquire goods or services. 

 



Purchase Order Performance Check A technique of matching purchase orders to counter 
tickets and repair orders to insure that parts purchased 
were sold to clients as intended. 

 
 
 
Q 
 
 
 
R 
 
Receipts Any goods purchased and received into the inventory.  
 
Receivables  Money owed for past sales.  
 
Receiving Stamp A stamp used by the dealership to record the receipt and 

stocking of a part. 
 
Repair Order  The document used to track the sales of parts to the 

Service Department. 
 
Retail Client A client that purchases parts and/or accessories to use or 

install themselves.  
 
Return on Investment The relationship of operating profit (loss) earned to the 

amount invested, typically expressed as an annual 
percentage. 

 
 
 
S 
 
Safety Stock Extra stock of a part  which provides a cushion in case 

demand unexpectedly increases. 
 
Sales The amount charged for merchandise or services sold to 

clients in the normal course of business, typically net of 
discounts and over allowances in the new and used 
vehicle departments. 

 
Semi-Fixed Expenses  Operating expense affected by and necessary for day-to-

day department operations. Most semi-fixed expenses 
can be controlled. 

 
Shipment Listing A label attached to each carton identifying the items 

included in the carton. 
 
Source Document Documents that record the various financial transactions 

of a business, and are posted to the accounting journals. 



 
Special Order Parts A non-stocked part ordered specifically for a client. 
 
Standard Cost The method of costing sales whereby inventory 

purchases are entered at actual cost, and relieved from 
inventory when sold at a pre-determined standard cost 
(usually current dealer net). This method is inaccurate 
and not recommended for use. 

 
Stock Order Performance The percentage of the total amount of parts and 

accessories purchased by Daily Stock Order from Acura. 
 
Stock Return Allowance (SRA) Acura program that allows you to earn credit that is used 

to return excess stock.  Return allowance is earned 
though Daily Stock Orders. 

 
Stocked Inventory Efficiency The dealer’s ability to meet client demands from system-

controlled stocked inventory. 
 
 
T 
 
True Turns Financial performance measurement of the number of 

times per year the average computer-controlled stock 
inventory dollars are sold (turned).  Considered a better 
indicator of inventory efficiency since it tracks the turns 
of the most profitable inventory, stock order inventory. 

 
U 
 
UPO Upgrade to CBO Interactive Network feature allowing you to request that 

an Urgent Parts Order be upgraded to a Critical Back 
Order (see the PSG for requirements).  Located under 
the Parts Ordering menu. 

 
Urgent Parts Order  A part order type used only when the fastest service 

possible is required (e.g., under "unit down," "transient," 
or special warranty circumstances). Acura gives the 
highest priority handling to UPOs.  UPOs do not qualify 
for stock order discount or return allowance and the 
dealer pays the freight.  

 
 
 
V 
 
 
 
W 
 



Wholesale Client Body shops, service stations and independent garages 
who install and resell the parts they purchase from you 
to their clients. 

 
 
Webinars 30 to 60 minutes of quick, instructor-driven training 

courses available via the Interactive Network to be 
completed at the dealership.   

 
 
 
X 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
 
Z 
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